
Our approach to nutrition is focussed on building good habits that last for a life time. We will not promote any quick
 fix short term ideas to cut weight fast. We believe in making small changes one by one and applying them over time, 
building your awareness and knowledge of nutrition to make the correct decisions on your own.

·  No fat and no carb diets are not a thing. Diets are associated with being short term and not sustainable. A well balanced
 nutrition program should include all 3 macro nutrients.
·  Eat enough protein. Protein is incredibly important for all goals, good quality whey protein shakes are helpful for protein
 intake and getting it in quickly around your workout.
·  Eat whole foods. Eating whole foods and a balanced diet should mean your body gets what it needs
·  Have balanced meals – Half your plate vegetables, a quarter protein, an eighth starches and an eighth fats.
·  Meal prep . Set a day (Sunday’s usually suit people most) to prep your meals. Even if it seems time consuming at the time, it makes 
planning and cooking meals for the rest of the week so much quicker.
·  Drink plenty of water – 3L’s a day.
·  Micronutrients (vitamin’s and minerals).
·  Getting a blood test is extremely useful to tell you what your body might be lacking and what supplements would be good 
for you to take. You can find these tests online.

The above are just some small points to start out on the right track. We o�er a nutrition/lifestyle coaching add on to membership
 which we believe is super useful if you are training regularly. 
The hour you spend in the gym per day is just a small part of your day compared to the time you spend eating, sleeping and doing 
other things. To see the best results you should dial in all areas of your lifestyle.
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